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XVIII. THE ORGAN 
 

The organ fulfilled various roles in the church services during Bach's time. Two of them are 

of interest in this study: the accompaniment during the concerted church music and some-

times the playing of an organ solo part. In this chapter, the choice of manuals and stops will 

be discussed in particular. For this purpose, the opinions of Bach's contemporaries are stud-

ied first. Then the organs in the main churches in Leipzig are discussed, as well as the organ-

positives from the Thomasschule and the Nikolaikirche, which must have been used in the ser-

vices at times. Finally, the use of the manuals and pedal, and the choice of stops by the or-

ganist during performances of Bach's church music in Leipzig are discussed.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Scherer Organ in St. Marien in Stendal; photo taken before 1940. 

www.glockenverein.de/html/bilder.html (accessed 20-07-2017).  
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1. What was the role of the organ in German church services at the 

time of Bach? 

The different functions of the organ during German Protestant church services 
For various reasons, the organ was often described as the most perfect instrument, for exam-

ple by Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann and Johann Mattheson. A This is reflected in the various 

roles the organist fulfilled in church services. These were described in detail, by among oth-

ers Daniel Gottlob Türk: B 

 

- Playing preludes to the congregational singing, liturgical hymns and figural music. 

The prelude to congregational singing gave the congregation the opportunity to look 

up the song in the hymnbooks and prepared the congregation for the melody and 

pitch of the song. During the prelude to concerted music (usually a cantata) the per-

formers could take their places and (according to some writers) the instrumentalists 

could tune their instruments (see Chapter IX). C 

- Accompanying the congregational singing. The organist improvised the accompani-

ment of the congregational singing entirely, or accompanied it from a figured bass; 

four-part elaborations were unusual. As discussed in Chapter IX, in the main 

churches in Leipzig it was not a matter of course that all congregational singing was 

always accompanied, even during the main services. In particular, if the organist did 

not accompany congregational singing, it was led by the precentor (usually the cantor 

or prefect) and supported by a vocal choir. 

 

Especially in large churches in cities, concerted music could be performed during services on 

Sundays, and especially on feast days. In that case, the organist's tasks also included: 

 

- Accompanying the concerted music. 1 In church, the organ was almost always the 

most important member of the general bass, often even the only one. D According to 

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1762), the organ was indispensable in church music to 

provide cohesion and splendour (Bindung, Ordnung, Pracht). E 

- Sometimes: playing an obligato part in concerted music. 2 

 

Large churches always had a separate organist, who could fulfil all the aforementioned roles.  

Advice on registration in figural music 
On the method of registration for the accompaniment of concerted and simpler figural 

church music, one finds advice from Bach's contemporaries, some of whom are mentioned 

below. 

In 1666 Matthäus Hertel recommended the use of two manuals, one for instance with only a 

Gedackt 8', the other, for tutti parts, with two or three stops, e.g. a Principal 8', Quintadehn 8' 

                                                      
1 Accompaniment' is the term used in Bach's time for the playing of harmonies, usually by means of 

figures above a bass part. The accompaniment had to comply with a large number of rules (see Chap-

ter XX, The General Bass). Only on continuo instruments on which chords could be played ('general 

bass instruments') the accompaniment could be realised. Therefore, the term 'playing continuo' used 

nowadays is inadequate: also a cello played the continuo part. 
2 As is evident from the obligato organ parts in a number of Bach's cantatas. 
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and Kleingedackt 4'. F In this way one could easily change the strength of the sound. Daniel 

Speer (1687/1697) also considered the use of one stop (a Copel, a South German name for a 

Gedackt) sufficient for small ensembles; for tuttis a Principal and Mixtur(!) could be added. G 

In 1708 Johann Sebastian Bach was advisor on the reconstruction of the organ in the 

Blasiuskirche in Mühlhausen. On the Obermanual he proposed replacing the Trompette 8' with 

a Fagotto16', partly because it 'sounds very delicate in the [concerted] music'. H Bach also 

wanted a wooden Gedackt 8' (Stillgedackt) on the Brustpositiv as this would blend well with 

the Music, unlike a louder sounding metal stop (Grobgedackt).  

Friderich Erhard Niedt wrote his Musicalische Handleitung in three volumes, of which 

the second from 1706 has also been edited and published by Mattheson (1721). In the first 

volume (1700) he was the first to write that the organist could also play the bass line with the 

pedal in large ensembles. I In the second volume, he responded to his own advice by warn-

ing the organist not to abuse the pedal by using it too often. J He also mentioned that with 

small instrumentation a Still-Gedackt was sufficient: this stop would be most suitable for the 

general bass in the Music. For medium sized settings, the organist could add a soft 16' regis-

ter such as a Subbaß in the pedal; for tuttis, an 8'-Principal could be drawn in both manual and 

pedal. With trumpets and timpani, even a 16' Posaune could be added to the pedal, but then 

each pedal tone could only be played briefly. The wording could indicate that the organist 

played the same notes with his feet as with his left hand on the manual. When the pedal was 

released, the bass line continued to sound in the manual. Furthermore, Niedt wrote that 

where the bass clef in the continuo part is alternated with other keys, the pedal should re-

main silent. The third volume of the Musicalische Handleitung (1720) included another warn-

ing against excessive use of the pedal: in sixteenths runs, the organist should limit himself to 

playing the first of each group of four sixteenths in the pedal. K 

Jacob Adlung wrote his Musica Mechanica Organoedi in 1726, although the work was 

not published until 1768, six years after his death. For small ensembles, the Gedackt 8' (or 

Quintatön 8') was, according to him, the appropriate stop for the accompaniment. The bass 

line itself, however, had to be played either on the pedal or, e.g. with a running bass part, on 

the main manual with a 16' plus an 8' stop. When on one manual only a Gedackt was drawn 

and on the other 8' and 16' stops among which at least a Principal 8' or 16', the organist could 

easily switch between different manuals when he had to play weaker or stronger. The bass 

line he played on the pedal, if possible together with the manual, but could also be played 

using only the stronger manual.  

  
The Gedackt is usually needed in the lower manual, so that the large stops in the Hauptwerk can 

let the bass be heard as well. 

(Man braucht ordentlich das Gedackt; im geringern Claviere, damit die großen Regis-

ter im Hauptwerke den Baß mit hören lassen können.) 

 

Although during village fairs (!) the full stops were often used, Adlung did not recommend 

this, as it would drown out the singers or instrumentalists, ‘which together make up the mu-

sic’. L 

Johann Friedrich Walther agreed with Bach (1708) in his suggestion (1727) to use the 

Fagott when the bass part has runs, albeit together with another stop, possibly to make the 

sound clearer. M In 1732 Johann Gottfried Walther, like Bach in 1708 and Niedt in 1710, dis-

tinguished between the Stillgedackt of wood and the Grobgedackt of tin. In 1739 Johann Mat-
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theson also repeatedly admonished his readers that the solo voice, whether vocal or instru-

mental, was more important than the accompaniment, and that the strength should be 

adapted to the number of musicians. N For a piece with a vocal or instrumental solo voice, 

one Gedackt was sufficient; in the case of a very large instrumentation, Mattheson's organist 

was even allowed to play with plenum registration (without reeds) (!). In 1762, Bach's son 

Carl Philipp Emanuel joined the previous writers: a 16' stop in the pedal ‘does its job well’, 

but when notes were too fast, one had to fall back on the manual. O Further registration indi-

cations come from the time after Bach's death. 3 

To summarise: there seems to have been quite a lot of agreement in Bach's time about 

the registration of the organ in figural music. The organist had to take into account the 

strength of the instrumentation; arias and recitatives had to be registered less heavily than 

tuttis. The reasoning was also often the same: the singers and instrumentalists should not be 

drowned out. 

From the cited sources it appears that in large churches with multi-manual organs the 

accompaniment of music with a large number of musicians could be played on the main 

manual with more stops, including a Principal 8', but that for pieces with a small instrumen-

tation (e.g. arias with solo instruments) this had to be played with a soft Gedackt 8' on another 

manual. After 1700 it was recommended to play the bass line on the pedal (with 16' and 8' 

stops), also in case of small instrumentation. In pieces with fast notes, the bass line had to be 

played on the main manual, also with 16' and 8' stops. With a larger instrumentation, the 

number of stops could be expanded. Most sources limit themselves to 16' and 8' stops; Hertel 

also considered a 4' stop to be acceptable. Only Speer and Mattheson also mention a Mixtur, 

respectively the plenum without reed stops. According to Bach in 1708 and J.F. Walther in 

1727, a (soft) Fagotto 16' could be suitable for figural music. Niedt suggested a Posaune 16' in 

the pedal for larger instrumentations. Already in 1647, the organ builder Ludwig Compenius 

added reed stops in two different strengths to the pedal of the organ in the Predigerkirche in 

Erfurt, especially for the Musik. 4 Registration recommendations for obligato organ parts date 

from after Bach's death and fall outside the scope of this study.  

 

                                                      
3 E.g. Jacob Adlung, Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, Erfurt 1758, p. 386, 488f.; Johann Samuel 

Petri, Anleitung zur praktischen Musik, Lauban 1767, p. 42ff; Christoph Gottlieb Schröter, Deutliche An-

weisung zum General-Baß, Halberstadt 1772, p. 187ff (§§ 347, 354, 357); Daniel Gottlob Türk, Von den 

wichtigsten Pflichten eines Organisten, Halle 1787, p. 147ff. 
4 Namely a Posaunezurvollen Music, and a Fagottzurstillen Music. Williams 1969, vol. I, p. 149f.; Chris-

toph Wolff and Markus Zepf, The Organs of J.S. Bach, A Handbook, Urbana 2012, p. 105f. 
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For concerted music, the organist provided an accompaniment based on an - 

usually - figured bass part. In registration advice given by Bach's contempo-

raries, it was often remarked that the accompaniment should not overpower 

the solo voices. For small settings, a Gedackt 8' was sufficient; for larger set-

tings more stops were required, including a Principal 8'. The bass part itself 

was after 1700 usually played on the pedal with at least an 8' and a 16' stop, 

or, in the case of runs, with the left hand on a strong manual, also with at 

least an 8' and a 16' stop, while the accompaniment was played on a weaker 

manual. Solo parts were played on a separate manual; registration recommen-

dations from Bach's time are unavailable. 
 

2. What is known about the organs in the two main churches in Leip-

zig at the time of Bach?  

The large organ in the Thomaskirche 
The large organ in the Thomaskirche has a complicated history. 5 The organ builder Blasius 

Lehmann built an organ against the west wall of the church in 1511; the cost suggests two 

manuals and pedal. In 1525 an organ was acquired from Eicha, built in 1356 by Joachim 

Schund; it was apparently incorporated into Lehmann's organ in some way. In 1601 Johann 

Lange from Kamenz, a pupil of Hans Scherer, renovated and expanded the existing organ. 

At that time, the organ contained material that was almost 250 years old. Lange is considered 

an excellent and conservative organ builder. The disposition of Lange's organ is known be-

cause it was published by Praetorius in 1619. In 1670 the organ was repaired, rebuilt and ex-

tended by Christoph Donat, the exterior was embellished with paintings and sculptures. Ap-

parently Donat adapted the disposition considerably to the newer taste, as the new disposi-

tion, published around 1710 by Johann Jacob Vogel, differs in many respects from that of 

Praetorius. The old and new disposition are listed side by side in table 1 further on. 

 In 1619 the Brustpositiv contained only two stops that could only be played from the 

Oberwerk manual. In 1670, the Brustpositiv was made into a 'full work’ with its own manual, 

apparently partly using old Rückpositiv stops. Also the pedal was expanded with a number of 

stops: besides a new (metal) Subbas it contained mainly reeds for solo voices. Typical baroque 

stops like Sesquialters were added to both Oberwerk and Brustpositiv; the Rückpositiv, however, 

received its Sesquialter only in 1757. This is important for the history of the Matthäus-Passion, 

as the chorale melody in the opening chorus for the organ part of chorus 1 reads: Rückposit: 

Sesquialtera, so during Bach's lifetime this part could not have been intended for the organ of 

the Thomaskirche. Philipp Spitta erroneously included this stop in his disposition list because 

Bach mentioned the stop in the organ part of the Matthäus-Passion. 6 
 

                                                      
5 Information in this section, unless otherwise stated, is taken from Winfried Schrammek, "Zur Ge-

schichte der großen Orgel in der Thomaskirche zu Leipzig von 1601 bis 1885", Beiträge zur Bachfor-

schung, Heft 2, Leipzig 1982, p. 46-55; Christoph Wolff, "Die historische Orgeln der Thomaskirche", Die 

Orgeln der Thomaskirche, hrsg. v. Christian Wolff, Leipzig 2005, p. 9-18; and Christoph Wolff / Markus 

Zepf, Die Orgeln Johann Sebastian Bachs, ein Handbuch, Leipzig 2006, p. 69f. 
6Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, Zweiter Band, Leipzig21916, p. 113 and 709f. 
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Table 1. Disposition of the Great Organ of the Thomaskirche 

according to Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum II, Wolfenbüttel 1619, p. 180  

and Johann Jacob Vogel, Leipzigischen Cronicon, Leipzig, c. 1710, p. 111. 

Praetorius, 1619 Vogel, ca. 1710 

Im Oberwerck, 9. Stims Im Oberwerckesind 9. Stimmen. 

1. Principal 16' (also pedalboard) Principal 16' 

2. Octava 8' Principal 8' 

3. Superoctava 4' Ocatava 4' 

4. Quinta Quinta 3' 

5. Sedetz 2' Super Octava 2' 

6. Gedackt 8' (to Brustpositiv?) Quintadena 16' (new) 

7. Offenflöit 4' (abolished?) Spiel-Pfeiffe 8' (from Rückpositiv, lowered?) 

8. Zimbeln III (abolished?) Sesquialteragedoppelt (new) 

9. Mixtur VI Mixtur VI/VIII/ bis X 

In der Brust, 2. Stimmen In der Brust 9. Stimmen. 

10. Regal 8' Regal 8' 

11. Regal 4' GeigenRegal 4' 

 Grobgedackt 8' (from Oberwerk?) 

 Principal 4' (new?) 

 Nachthorn 4' (from Rückpositiv?) 

 Nasat 3' (new?) 

 Gemßhorn 2' (from Rückpositiv?) 

 Sesquialtera (new) 

 Zimbel II (from Rückpositiv?) 

Im Rückpositiff, 12. Stimmen Im Rück-Positiv 12. Stimmen. 

12. Principal 8' Principal 8' 

13. Quintadena 8' Quintadena 8' 

14. Ein linde Gedackt 8' Lieblich Gedacktes 8' 

15. Holflöite 4' Klein Gedacktes 4' (=Holflöite?) 

16. Spillpfeiff 4' (to Oberwerk?) Spitzflöt 4' (new?)' 

19. Nachthorn 4' (to Brustpositiv?) Traversa 4' (new?) 

20. Sedetz (2'or 1'; abolished?)  Violin 2' (new) 

21. Quint flute (1½'?; rebuilt?) Schallflöt 1' (fromQuintflötgen?) 

22. Gemshorn 2' (to Brustpositiv?) Rausch Quintagedoppelt (new?) 

23. Klingend Zimbel (to Brustpositiv?) Mixtur IV (new) 

18. Krumbhörner 8' (lowered an octave?) Krumbhorn 16' (lowered an octave?) 

17. Trommet 8' Trommet 8' 

Noch im Pedal Pedal 

 Sub Bass von Metall 16' (new) 

24. Posaunen Baß 16' Bass 16' 

 Drums Bass 8' (new) 

25. Schallmey 4' Schallmeyen Bass 4' 

 Cornet 3' (2'? new) 

 Tremulant, Vogelgesang, Zimbelstern 

Coppeln der beyden Manual Clavirn Und zu jeder Lade ist ein Sperr-Ventil  

Coppeln des Pedals zum Rückposiff Hat 3. Manual/Clavier und 1. Pedal und 

noch zur Zeit 10. Blaßbläge (sic) 
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The compass of the manuals was C-c3, without C-sharp, of the pedal C-d1 without C-sharp. 

The resonators of the old pedal reed stops were made of tinned iron. 

 

In 1721 the organ was repaired and enlarged by Johann Scheibe; among other things, four 

new bellows were installed. In 1723, when Bach took up his post in Leipzig, the organ had 3 

manuals and 35 stops. The basis was still a Renaissance organ; it therefore probably had a 

different sound than Bach himself had in mind when he gave his advice after testing organs. 

During Bach's lifetime, the historic quality of the organ was preserved: only minor repairs 

and cleaning work were carried out by Scheibe, however with the execption of the Posaunen 

Bass 16', which was modified (strengthened) according to Bach's ideas during a cleaning and 

intonation job in 1730, which - probably not coincidentally - coincided with the arrival of a 

new organist (§ 3). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Drawing of the large organ in the Thomaskircheafter its renovation in 1773.  

The organ had its place on the west wall of the church; for details see § II.1. A picture of the 

organ as it looked during Bach's lifetime has not survived. According to Winfried 

Schrammek (see chapter II) the appearance of the organ in the period 1601-1773 may have 

been comparable to the Scherer-organ of 1580 in the Marienkirche in Stendal (fig. 1) before the 

changes in the forties of the 20th century, when among other things large pedal towers were 

added. It was not until 1757, thus after Bach's death, that the organ in the Thomaskirche was 

rebuilt by Christian Immanuel Schweinefleisch. The pedal was expanded by five stops, in-

cluding an Untersatz 32'; the Rückpositiv and the pedal were given new windchests. 7 In 1773 

                                                      
7 Dokumente GLT IX/C 18, p. 247; Ibid. X/C 3, 4, p. 319. 
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the case was completely renewed; it now had a classicistic appearance. The organ was radi-

cally changed in that year by Johann Gottlieb Maurer: the Rückpositiv was removed and 

largely incorporated into a new Oberwerk. 8 A picture of the new organ case has been pre-

served (Fig. 2). Apparently, the organ, like many Middle-German organs, never had pedal 

towers. 

In 1889, as part of the conversion of the Thomaskirche into a neo-Gothic church, Wil-

helm Sauer built a new Romantic organ, which, after a series of major interim changes, was 

completely restored to its 1908 state in 2005. 9 In 2000, to mark the 250th anniversary of Bach's 

death, a so-called 'Bach Organ', newly built by Gerald Woehl, was also completed in the 

northern gallery. Nothing remains of the old organ from Bach's time. 

The small organ in theThomaskirche 
The small organ in the Thomaskirche was built in 1489 and expanded by Heinrich Compenius 

in 1630. 10 In 1638 it was repaired by Andreas Werner and Erhardt Müller and moved to a po-

sition in the crossing, directly opposite the great organ, on the high wall above the division 

between the altar choir and the nave (the Schwalbennest). Johann Jacob Vogel described this 

location around 1710, adding that the instrument was played on high feast days, during 

which music was made. Vogel also noted the disposition of this small organ (table 2). 11 
 

Table 2. Disposition of the small organ in the Thomaskirche, according to Vogel 1710, p. 111. 

Im Oberwercke sind zu finden 7. Stimmen / als Im Rück-Positiv 8. Stimmen. 

Principal 8' Lieblich Gedackt 8' 

Quintadena 8' Principal 4' 

Gedackt 8' Hollflöth 4' 

Octava 4' Nasath 3' 

Rausch Quinta II, 3' und 2' Octava 2' 

Mixtur IV-X Sesquialteragedoppelt. 

Zimbeln II Dulcian 8' 

 Trommet 8' 

In der Brust sind befindlich 3. Stimmen / als Im Pedal 

TrichterRegal 8' Sub Bass von Holze 16' 

Suffloth 1' Bassoon 16' 

Spitzflöth 2' Trommet Bass 8' 

Tremulant, Umlaufenden Zimbel-Stern, zu jeder Lade ein Sperr-Ventil mit 6. Bälgen. 

 

In 1665, six stops were added by Christoph Donat. In 1721 it was repaired by Johann Scheibe, 

because by then it would have been completely unusable. Apparently, when Bach arrived in 

1723, the organ was already quite dilapidated. In 1727 Zacharias Hildebrandt partially re-

paired it again: only eight stops were playable after that. 12 This indicates that even in Bach's 

time the organ was still used on feast days. One might think of the Einlagen from the first 

                                                      
8 Ibid. X/C 50, 52, 54, p. 351ff. 
9 On these earlier adaptations see BalászSzabó,  Zur Orgelmusik Max Regers [Studienzur Orgelmusik, 

Band 5], Bonn 2016, p. 185ff. 
10 Spitta II, p. 113-115; Wolff 2005, p. 18f.; Wolff / Zepf 2006, p. 71. 
11 Johann Jacob Vogel, Leipzigischen Cronicon, Leipzig, c. 1710, p. 111. 
12 Dokumente GLT VIII/C 30, p. 55. 
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version of the Magnificat BWV 243.1, and in 1736 the melody of O Lamm Gottesunschuldig in 

the first double-choir version BWV 244.1 of the Matthäus-Passion was probably played on this 

small organ (probably with the Sesquialtera on the Rückpositiv). Shortly afterwards, however, 

in 1740, the instrument had become so bad that it was decided to have it dismantled by 

Scheibe. 13 Where the organ had stood chapels were built for the families of dignitaries (see 

fig. II.4a/b). No pictures of this organ have survived either. 14 

The two organs in the Nikolaikirche 
The large organ in Nikolaikirche was also built by Johann Lange in 1598 as a three-manual or-

gan with 27 stops. 15 In 1619, Michael Praetorius included the disposition in his SyntagmaMu-

sicum II (see below). The ‘sweet and beautiful sound’ of the organ was praised. During the 

17th century several repairs took place. In 1694 Zacharias Thaysner rebuilt and expanded the 

organ with 9 additional stops. The organ acquired a more 'baroque' character: each manual 

was provided with a Sesquialtera and the Brustpositiv was given a more full-fledged composi-

tion. Vogel published the disposition around 1710 (table 3).  

During Bach's cantorate the organ was renovated by Scheibe in 1725 and repaired by 

Zacharias Hildebrandt in 1740. In 1741 Johann Andreas Silbermann visited the organ and 

noted down the disposition; his notes on the character of a number of stops have been pre-

served. P He called it a good organ, despite its age and defects. From Silbermann's notes one 

could deduce that in the meantime, probably in 1725, Scheibe had exchanged or replaced 

some stops. For instance, Vogel mentions a Grobgedackt on the Oberwerk and a Gedackt on the 

Rückpositiv; Silbermann, however, mentions a Gedact on the Oberwerk and a Grobgedact on the 

Rückpositiv. Also the Viola da Gamba 4' on the Rückpositiv seems to be replaced by a Quinte 

1½'. According to Silbermann, Scheibe would have done more harm than good during the 

renovation. The dispositions in 1619, ca. 1710 and 1741 are included in table 3 for comparison. 

The organ stood on the southern side of the west wall on a gallery, some metres away from 

the Schülerchor (see fig. III.4), which was an unfortunate position for ensemble playing during 

figural church music. For further information see § I.2 and § V.2. A water colour of this organ 

has been preserved from 1784 (Fig. 3).  

Shortly afterwards, in 1787, the organ was dismantled; parts were used for the organ 

in the Stadtkirche St. Moritz in Taucha; this organ was later lost as well. In 1795 the brothers 

Trampeli built a completely new organ, 16 which was replaced in 1862 by a new organ built 

by Friedrich Ladegast; at the time it was the largest organ in Saxony. During the reconstruc-

tion of the church around 1902, the Ladegast organ was drastically rebuilt by Wilhelm Sauer. 

In 2004 it was restored, on the one hand returning the organ to the situation of 1862 and on 

the other hand expanding it into a versatile instrument. 17 

The small organ in the Nikolaikirche was built in 1577 and hung on the same west wall 

as the large organ. However, it is not relevant for Bach’s church music as it was demolished 

in 1693, so Bach was never acquainted with it. 

                                                      
13 Ibid. 86, p. 99. 
14 Wolff 2005, p. 11. 
15 Information in this section, unless otherwise stated, is taken from: Hermann J. Busch, "Fünfhundert-

fünfzig Jahre Orgeln in St. Nikolai", Die Nikolaikirche zu Leipzig und ihre Orgel, hrsg. v. Hermann J. 

Busch, Leipzig 2004, p. 37-42; Wolff / Zepf 2006, p. 67-69. 
16 Dokumente GLT, X/C 75, p. 377f. 
17 Busch 2004, p. 37-74. 
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Table 3. The disposition of the large organ in the Nikolaikircheaccording to Praetorius 1619/II, p. 179f. 

(left); Vogel 1710, p. 97 (middle); Johann Andreas Silbermann, 1741 (right), in Marc Schaefer, Das Sil-

bermann-Archiv, Winterthur 1994, p. 171f. 

Praetorius, 1619 Vogel, ca. 1710 Silbermann, 1741 

[Oberwerk] Im Oberwerk sind 13. Stim-

men. 

Hauptwerck. 

Principal 8' Principal 8'  Principal 8' 

Octava 4' Octava 4' Octava 4' 

Rausch Quinta (abolished) Quinta 3' (new) Quinte 3' 

Super Octava 2' Super Octava 2' Superoctava 2' 

Quintadeena 8' (to Brustpositiv?) Quintadena 16' (new) Quintathon 16' 

Gedact 8' Grobgedackt 8'(to Rückp.?) Gedact 8' (fr.Rückpos.?) 

Gemshorn Gemshorn 8' Gemshorn 8' 

Nasatt Quinta Nassat 3' Nazard 3' 

Grobgedact 16' (to 8'?) Waldflöt 2' (new) Waldflöte 4'(lowered?) 

Zimbel III (abolished) Sesquialtera 1 1/5' (new) Sesquialtera 1 1/5' 

Mixtur IV-VIII Mixtur VI Mixtur VI 

 Fagott 16'(new) Fagot 16' 

 Trompett 8'(from Rückpos.?) Tromp. 8' 

In der Brust In der Brust 7. Stimmen. Brustpositif. 

Grob Sorduen Regal 16' (abol. ) Quintadena 8 (from Obw?) Quintathon 8' 

Regal 8' (abolished) Principal 4' Principal 4' 

Regal 4' (abolished) Quinta 3' Quinte 1½' (raised?) 

 Octava 2' Octava 2' 

 Sesquialtera II 1 1/5' Sesquialtera 

 Mixtur III Mixtur 

 Schallmey 4' Schalmey 4' 

Im Rückpositif Im Rückpositiv 10. Stimmen. Rückwerck. 

Grobflöite 8' (?) Gedackt 8' (to Oberwerk?) Grobgedact 8' (fr.Ob.?) 

Spillpfeiff 4' (abolished) Viola de Gamba 4' (new) --- 

Principal 4' Principal 4' Principal 4' 

Nachthorn 4' (?) Gemshorn 4' (?) Gemshorn 4' 

Holflöite 4' (abolished) Quintadena 4' Quintathon 4' 

Quintflöit Quinta 3' Nazard 3' 

Sufflöit (?) Octava 2' (?) Octava 2' 

--- --- Quinte 1½ (new) 

Klingend Zimbel III (abolished) Sesquialtera 1 1/5' (new) Sesquialtera 

Trommet 8' (to Oberwerk?) Mixtur IV (new) Mixtur 

Krumbhorn 8' Bombart 8' Bompartte 8' 

Im Pedal Im Pedal 6. Stimmen. Pedal 

Grobgedact 16' [to Oberwerk?] Gedackter Subbass 16' Untersatz 16' 

Offenflöit 4' (abolished) Octava Bass 4' (new) Octava 8' (lowered?) 

Posaunen Baß16' Posaunen Bass 16' Posaun Bass 16' 

 Trumpet Bass 8' (new) Tromp 8' 

Schallmeyen Baß 4' Schallmey Bass 4' Schalmey 4' 

 Cornet Bass 2' (new) 

 

Cornet 2' 
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Dresden manuscript:   

Tremulant, idem on Brustpositiv  Tremb. 

Coppel zum RP und Pedal  ? 

Coppeln zum Manual Clavieren Coppel zu beydenClavirs Nichts angehenckt 

Cymbel Stern  Cymbel, Vogelgesang 

 

 
Fig. 3. The large organ in St Nikolaikirche. Coloured engraving by Carl Benjamin Schwarz, 1784. 

Stadtarchiv Leipzig, RRA 316. 

Positive organs 
Inventories from the Thomasschule between 1723 and 1750 show that two regals (small instru-

ments with only one stop, i.e. a reed organ with very short resonators) were present in the 

school. Q The regals had supporting beams and could therefore be taken with the Currende-

singing. There are no indications that Bach used these instruments. One was apparently in 

poor condition, but the other was purchased as late as 1696. In the 18the century these schnar-

ringinstruments fell out of favour. Mattheson expressed his great dislike of the use of regals 

during the Music in 1713 and 1739. R 

In the Thomasschule there were also two positive organs (small one-manual organs 

with only a few stops and no pedal). The large one was apparently bought by Johann 

Kuhnaus' predecessor Johann Schelle in 1685. It stood ‘in the height’ (in die Höhe) in the audi-

torium where, according to Schering, Bach gave singing lessons to the students of the first 

choir (the so-called Sekondanerstube). It had four stops and a tremulant; its appearance was 
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yellow with gold leaf and it was not movable. Its purpose would have been the diligent prac-

tice of music. 18 In 1739 Bach asked for a new positive (according to Schering for the rehears-

als at the Thomasschule), but did not receive one. S The small positive was described as a 

 

Positive in the form of a chest with 4 handles, [...] to be used for house weddings. 

Positiv in Form eines Tresuresmit 4. Handhaben, [...] um beÿ denen Haustrau-

ungen zu gebrauchen. Q 

 

It was acquired by Kuhnau in 1720 and had three stops: a Gedackt 8', a Gedackt 4' and a Prin-

zipal 2'. This positive, which Schering calls Trauungspositiv, was always used during Bach's 

time in Leipzig. In sections X.1 and XIX.2 it has been argued that, like the other organs, it 

must have been in Chorton.  

In the recently published Dokumentezur Geschichtedes Leipziger Thomas kantorats more 

information has become available about the positives in both churches and the Thomas-schule. 
19 The large positive in the school was replaced in 1756, and the wedding positive in 1784. 

Since the bill for this positive was paid by the Thomaskirche, it is obvious that this instrument 

was considered to be the property of the church, and thus may have been available in the 

services in addition to the marriage services. 

But the most important news is that the Nikolaikirche also had a positive organ. It must 

have been of some importance for the Music. During the performances of the last version of 

the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.2 (presumably in 1737 and 1743 in the Nikolaikirche) 20 a second 

organ was needed, which was given a place in the second choir, outside the Schülerchor. Fur-

thermore, one may suppose that as a continuo instrument it was sometimes more suitable 

than the main organ, as this instrument must have been less audible at the back of the 

Schülerchor (Chapter VIII, The positioning of the musicians, fig. 6). Also for the accompaniment 

of cantatas with obligato organ parts this organ positive may have been used (§ 3). In both 

latter cases the instrument must have had a place in the Schülerchor, where, however, even 

without this positive there was a lack of space (Chapter VIII, The arrangement). Perhaps it 

normally had a place elsewhere in the church.  

Possibly, the wedding positive in the Thomaskirche and the Nikolai positive were also 

used when the main organs were repaired: in the Thomaskirche during Lent in 1730 and June-

November 1747, and in the Nikolaikirche in July-August 1725 and an unknown period in 

                                                      
18 Arnold Schering, Johann Sebastian Bach's Leipziger Kirchenmusik, Leipzig 1936, p. 68-71. 
19 In 1752, a new organ positive with four stops was purchased for the Nikolaikirche. The invoice states 

that it replaced an older positive. Of this older positive, which must have been used by Bach, nothing 

is known. Dokumente GLT, IX/C 11, p. 244.  

Both old positives in the Thomasschule were still mentioned in an inventory in 1750. Ibid. IX/C 2, p. 

237f. In 1756 a new Kammerton (!) positive with four stops was purchased, replacing the old positive 

(the fixed positive with 4 stops) that had been used during the Singestunden (singing lessons) at the 

Thomasschule. Ibid, X/C 6, 7, 14, 15, p. 242ff. In 1771 the new positive was apparently sold again and 

replaced by another new positive with 8 stops. Ibid. X/C 49, p. 351. In 1795 this was the only positive 

in the inventory of the Thomasschule. Ibid. XI/C 25, 44, p. 559, 570f. 

In 1758 the (wedding?) positive was in such a bad state that it would not pay to repair it. Ibid. X/C 17. 

An account for the Thomaskirche shows that only in 1784 a new positive 'in the form of a table' was 

purchased, especially for home weddings. Ibid. X/C 71, 74, p. 237f. 
20 See the article "1736. St Thomae mit beyden Orgeln", website rensbijma.nl under the tab Matthäus-

Passion.  
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1726-27. Nevertheless, it is known that during repairs efforts were made to keep the organs 

partially playable. 21 

 

The large organs in St Thomas' and St Nikolaikirche were originally Renais-

sance organs, only partially adapted to the taste of Bach's time. They had 

three manuals (Oberwerk, Rückpositiv and Brustpositiv) and an independent 

Pedal; couplers to the Pedal were probably absent. The small organ in the 

Thomaskirche was presumably of little importance to Bach's music. In special 

cases one of the positive organs may have been used; the Nikolaikirche and 

the Thomasschule had such instruments.  

 
 

3. How did Bach use the organ in his church music in Leipzig? 

The organ as a continuo instrument with Bach 
In principle, there is no doubt that Bach always included the organ in the continuo part. Af-

ter all, almost all of the existing parts include a downwardly transposed continuo part, usu-

ally with the name Continuo (see also § XIX.2). These organ parts were made by transposing 

the continuo part. Usually unplayable notes were avoided but not always: in BWV 9 for ex-

ample, a Kammerton C-sharp was made in the organ part into a Chorton B1 (fig. 4). In Leipzig 

both the Pedal and the manuals had as lowest tone a C so there was not a B1 key on the or-

gan. The circumvention of such a tone will not have been a major problem for a professional 

organist. 

Fig. 4. BWV 9, mov. 5, organ part, last system (before the da capo), with final B1. 

Both theThomaskirche and the Nikolaikirche employed an organist who performed all the roles 

mentioned in § 1, and thus also played the organ continuo in concerted music. Only when 

there was a substantial solo role for the organ did Bach usually take it on himself (see below). 

Johann Gottlieb Görner was organist in the Nikolaikirche until 1729; he was succeeded by Jo-

hann Schneider in 1730. In the Thomaskirche Christian Grabner was organist until 1729, in that 

year Johann Gottlieb Görner came from the Nikolaikirche, taking his place. 22 In chapter XIX 

the plausibility is made that a harpsichordist always played alongside the organist: Bach 

himself or a student. 

                                                      
21 Schering 1936, p. 89-22. 
22 Christoph Wolff, Johann Sebastian Bach, The learned musician, New York / Oxford 2000, p. 252. 
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The registration of Bach's organ accompaniment 
Bach never wrote down registrations for the normal organ accompaniment in Leipzig. 23 As 

mentioned in § 1, he wrote in Mühlhausen (1708), on the occasion of the reconstruction of the 

organ in the Blasiuskirche, that for the figural music on the Brustpositiva soft wooden  

Gedackt 8' would be much more suitable than a metal one. On the Oberwerk he would have 

preferred a soft Fagotto16' rather than a loud Trompette, partly because it would sound delicat 

in the Music. It is not self-evident that Bach in later years still stood by these recommenda-

tions, however no further indications about Bach's registrations of the organ accompaniment 

have survived. They must be derived from the opinions of other musicians mentioned in §1, 

by placing them next to the dispositions of the main organs in the Thomas and the Nikolaikir-

che. 

The Rückpositiv and the Oberwerk of the large organ of the Thomaskirche seem to have 

been especially suited for the organ accompaniment with the right hand. On the Rückposi-

tivthe stop Lieblich Gedacktes 8' was pre-eminently useful for arias etc. For stronger pieces the 

Rückpositiv also had a Principal 8'. An advantage of the Rückpositiv was that it was placed 

closest to the performers (Chapter VIII). On the Oberwerka Principal 16' and a Principal 8' 

were present, besides a Quintadena 16' and a Spiel-Pfeiffe 8'. This allowed for a good accom-

paniment in a stronger section as well as a bass line. The latter could only be played well on 

the pedal if the Oberwerk could be coupled to the pedal, as the pedal itself lacked suitable 8-

foot stops. But it seems that such a coupler did not exist; not yet apparently in 1619 (Praeto-

rius). In ca. 1710 couplers were not mentioned. The Sub Baß 16' on the pedal could of course 

be used to strengthen the manual bass (as described by Niedt, among others; see Chapter XX, 

The general bass). If three manuals were necessary (for instance, see fig. 17), the Grobgedackt 

8' could be used on the Brustpositiv, or the Regal as solo voice. 

The organ in the Nikolaikirche seems to have been less suitable for the accompaniment 

than that in the Thomaskirche. It was further away from the other performers and the Rück-

positiv was probably less audible for the other musicians. But also the disposition seems less 

fortunate. The Gedact 8' (Vogel) on the Rückpositiv seems the most suitable for soft music, alt-

hough according to Silbermann - possibly already since 1725 (table 3) - it was a Grobgedackt. 

The Quintadena 8' on the Brustpositiv was probably not particularly suitable for soft figural 

music. However, the Rückpositiv was also not very suitable for more heavily scored pieces: 

there were no other 8' stops except the Bompart (a reed stop that in the treble sounded like a 

cromorne, according to Silbermann, and in the bass like a soft trumpet). The Oberwerk was 

more suitable for such stronger music and for the bass parts; there were stops like Fagot 16', 

Principal, (Grob?-)Gedackt and Gemshorn 8'. The bass parts could also have been played di-

rectly on the Oberwerk. As in the Thomaskirche, the bass part would only have been playable 

on the pedal if the main manual had been connected to it. But Praetorius noted in 1619 that 

only the Rückpositiv could be coupled to the pedal; according to Silbermann in 1741 there was 

nothing at all coupled (nichtsangehenckt)P. However, the Untersatz 16' on the pedal may have 

been used to amplify the manual bass. The Rückpositiv seems to have been suitable for play-

ing solo parts. 

                                                      
23 Philip Swanton 1985, "Der Generalbass in J.S. Bachs Kantaten mit obligater Orgel", Basler Jahrbuch für 

Historische Musikpraxis IX, 1985, p. 124. 
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Bach's Violone seems to have been tuned at 8' pitch (§ XXII.3). But one should not conclude 

from this that Bach rejected a 16' sound of the continuo part. 24 An indication that Bach pre-

ferred the 16' sound of the organ for the bass line (not for the accompaniment in the right 

hand) could be seen in his registration instructions for some Schüblerorgan chorales. In BWV 

645 he prescribed a 16' stop for the pedal, and in BWV 646 for the left hand (fig. 5).  

 

Fig. 5. BWV 646 (beginning). 16' bass part on the second manual (2. Clav.16 Fuss.). 

 

One can assume that Bach, when performing such chorales as movements in his cantatas, 

also had a 16' instrument playing along in the bass parts. If the Violone was not suitable for 

this, a 16' sound character must have been evoked by the organ. An extra indication for this 

can be read in the preface of the Birnstiel edition of the four-part chorales in 1765. There Carl 

Philipp Emanuel Bach wrote that his father used‚ ‘a sixteen-foot bass instrument, which has 

always played along with these hymns’ (einsechzehnfüßigesbaßirendes Instrument, welches diese 

Lieder allezeitmitgespielt hat). TAs Carl Philipp Emanuel wrote to organists, he possibly meant 

an organ with a 16' stop. 25 In Chapter XVI (The recitative), § 3 suggests that when organists 

played in free accompagnato recitatives the accompaniment in the right hand was short, but 

the bass note in the pedal long, probably precisely because of the 16' sound. 

Differentiation between organ and harpsichord 
The organ parts almost always contain all movements of a work; tacet indications are rare. It 

must therefore be assumed that in general the organist played not only in all the works, but 

even in all the movements. However, sixteen surviving organ parts show that Bach some-

times did not allow the organist to play along. As organ parts have not been preserved for all 

                                                      
24 Lambert Smit and Sigiswald Kuijken, among others, believe that Bach did not want a 16' sound (§ 

XXII.3). 
25 Ton Koopman has tried an arrangement with a 16' organ in the continuo line, but found the result 

unsatisfactory ("stiff and rather uneven"). Because he believed that Bach's Violones in Leipzig were 

double basses, he opted for 16'-Violone instead of 16'-organ-sound. Ton Koopman, "Recording Bach's 

early cantatas", Early Music 24/4, 1996, p. 618 
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cantatas, this may have been the case for more cantatas. 26 The probable reason for leaving 

out the organ was an aesthetic one. It always concerned movements with a small number of 

musicians, in which the organ may have sounded too thick; the harpsichord would then suf-

fice as a general bass instrument. With two exceptions these are always chorale cantatas from 

the second year (1724/1725), 27including four additional chorale cantatas which were proba-

bly composed in the 1732-1735 period. 28 Usually Bach prescribed differentiation from the 

first performance of the cantatas. This is evident from eleven surviving organ parts. In BWV 

42/2 Bach indicated the non-playing of the organ in the B-section after the Fine character with 

rests (fig. 6).  

Fig. 6. BWV 42, organ part, aria mov. 3, only B-section tacet, indicated with rests. 

In all other cases Bach noted a remark like Recit. tacet or Aria tacet instead of the music for the 

part in question. 29 Laurence Dreyfus suggests that the differentiation in the cantatas from 

1724-1725 also concerns performances from the period 1732-1735, however it is not clear on 

what he bases this. 30 In five cases Bach later reverted the differentiation. 31 The differentia-

tion in BWV 14, 26, 42, 94, 97/7, 100, 139 seems to have been definitive. A (later?) complete 

organ part of BWV 97 also exists, but it is notated a minor third lower, so it must have been 

intended for a performance outside Leipzig (perhaps Weißenfels). In some other cases Bach 

decided to omit the organ part only later, when it was performed again. 32 

 Another form of differentiation can be found in the opening chorus of Einfeste Burg 

istunser Gott BWV 80.3. In the score there are two separate staves for the continuo. According 

to the Bachgesellschaft's edition, the top one is for the organ manual and the violoncello, and 

the bottom one for the organ pedal (Posaune 16 Fuß) and the violone (fig. 7). 

 

                                                      
26 Schering 1936, p. 103-106; Alfred Dürr, NBA II.5, Kritischer Bericht, Kassel 1974, p. 69; Laurence Drey-

fus, Bach's Continuo Group, Cambridge (USA) 1987, p. 58f.; Bach-Digital.de. 
27 The two exceptions are BWV 95 from the first and BWV 42, from the second annual cantata cycle for 

a Sunday after Easter, when he no longer wrote chorale cantatas. 
28 Marc-Roderich Pfau supposes that these cantatas were originally composed for the court in Weißen-

fels. Marc-Roderich Pfau, "Entstanden Bachs vier späte Choralkantaten "per omnes versus" für Gottes-

dienste des Weißenfelder Hofes? ", BJ 101, 2015, p. 342-347. 
29 This concerns BWV 5/2,3,4,6; 26/2; 94/2,4,7; 129/2,3,4; 139/2,3,4 and 177/2,3,4,  but also the additional 

cantatas to the second cycle 9/2,3,4; 14/3,4; 97/3,4,7 and 100/2,3,5. 
30 Dreyfus 1987, table p. 60. 
31 In BWV 5 he did so with a completely new organ part, and in BWV 9; 97/3,4; 129 and 177 by crossing 

out the tacet notes and adding the missing movements at the end of the part. 
32 The movements already written out were then provided with the additional note tacet (BWV 33/2,4; 

99/2,3,4,5; 130.1/5), or moreover crossed out (BWV 101/3), or provided with the remark Aria senzal 'Or-

gano (BWV 95/5, first cycle). 
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Fig. 7. BWV 80.3, mov. 1, score, both continuo parts, first entry chorale melody.  

Edition Bachgesellschaft. 

 

However, it is strange that only the lower bar was figured. From the NBA's Kritischer Bericht, 

it appears that both parts are indicated in the manuscript as follows: Violoncell: e Cembalo | 

Violono e Organo. The organist therefore only played the chorale melody in the bass, probably 

with pedal, and provided with an accompaniment. As is often the case, the harpsichordist 

could apparently do without figures, especially if it was Bach himself. The notation Posaune 

16 Fuß comes from a score by Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, who performed this choir with a 

Latin text again, adding trumpets and timpani. However, one cannot be entirely sure of the 

correct form of this differentiation: only a later copy of the score of this cantata has survived. 

The parts have also been lost. 

 A simpler form of differentiation can be found in BWV 14/1, 29/2, 72/1, 177/1 and 

248.2/54. Here the organist played in a limited number of measures different notes than the 

other continuo instrumentalists, for instance by playing along with the vocal bass. This dif-

ferentiation is only present in the organ part, not in the score. It is striking that Bach appar-

ently carefully directed the organist to play or not. One might expect that a verbal announce-

ment just before the performance would have sufficed, but apparently Bach did not treat his 

musicians in this way. 

 A further, special form of differentiation is found in movement 47 (from the fifth can-

tata) of the Weihnachtsoratorium. In the Continuo part this aria has apparently been put be-

tween square brackets at a later point in time and the indication tacet has been inserted (Fig. 

8). 
 

 
Fig. 8. BWV 248.2/47, Continuo part, beginning. 

This continuo part is partially figured, so it was probably also used by a harpsichordist at an 

earlier stage. In the doublet, a second non-transposed continuo part, the aria is simply omit-

ted (fig. 9). 

 
Fig. 9. BWV 248.2/46 (end) and /47 (beginning), Continuo part (doublet). 
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However, the aria was not skipped, as the tacet indications are absent in all the other parts. It 

must be assumed that the cellos and violone did not play along in this aria, and only the or-

gan and harpsichord (the latter played by Bach from his score) were used as continuo instru-

ments. 

A final example of differentiation between organ and harpsichord is the alto aria "Je-

sus, laß dich finden" in cantata BWV 154. In the continuo parts this Aria senza Basso (fig. 10), 

in which a bassetto written for violins and violas, is omitted. 

 

 
Fig. 10. BWV 154/3, Continuo part. 

For a new performance, Bach made an insert with a fully figured part for this aria, explicitly 

for harpsichord (fig. 11). Organ and other continuo instruments remained silent. 

 
Fig. 11. BWV 154, harpsichord insert for alto aria, beginning. 

In previous performances Bach may have played the harpsichord part himself from his score 

- unfigured. The question arises whether he always accompanied bassetti on harpsichord, for 

instance in the Magnificat BWV 243.2 (‘Suscepit’) and the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.2 (‘So 

istmein Jesus nun gefangen’). A definitive answer cannot be given. Differentiation is further 

obvious when the harpsichord (BWV 245.5/19 and 27/3; see § XIX.3), or the organ (see be-

low)was assigned a solo role. 

The organ as an obligato instrument with Bach 
Already in Mühlhausen (BWV 71) and Weimar (BWV 161) Bach sometimes wrote a solo part 

for the organ for his cantatas; in Leipzig he did so much more frequently. These were often 

arrangements or transcriptions, but sometimes also original compositions. Table 4 (next page) 

shows a survey of these solo parts in Leipzig. 33 In this table BWV 71, 161, 70, 128, and 27 are 

omitted; the reasons are as follows:  

 

- BWV 71 was only heard in Mühlhausen.  

- The version with the organ solo of BWV 161 was only performed in Weimar; it cannot 

have been repeated in this way in Leipzig, with recorders in low register. In a possi-

ble re-performance in Leipzig, the organ part was in any case replaced by a part for 

soprano. It is difficult to date the work, as only score copies have survived.  

                                                      
33 Swanton 1985, p. 96; Dreyfus 1987, p. 63; Ulrich Prinz, Johann Sebastian Bachs Instrumentarium, Kassel 

2005, p. 655. 
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- In BWV 70/3 there is not an organ solo, but a differentiation. The organ part is a con-

tinuo part embellished with extra notes. 

- In the score of BWV 128/4, the instrumental solo part is marked Organo, but the parts 

show that Bach assigned this part to an oboe before the first performance.  

- In BWV 27/3 the part cannot possibly be intended for the organ as it is notated in 

Kammerton (cf. § XIX.2). The caption Organo obligato was added later (erroneously?) 

by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach.  

 

Striking is a set of four cantatas from 1726, being part of the third cycle of cantatas, incorpo-

rating sinfonias in the form of transcriptions of movements from concertos for other instru-

ments. 34 It is not unlikely that Bach continued this series in the fourth volume: Ichhabemeine-

Zuversicht BWV 188 contains a similar transcription. However, this fourth volume has been 

very incompletely preserved. The - almost identical - sinfonias from Herr Gott, Beherrscheral-

ler Dingen BWV 120.2 and Wir danken dir, Gott BWV 29 are of a later date; both cantatas are 

not part of an annual cycle. 

 
Table 4. Performances in Leipzig with obligato organ. 

BWV Year Details Organ solo in 

146/1,2,3 1726 T P (copy) 

194.4/3,7 (=10) 1726 instead of oboe; only 2e version in Leipzig Ot 

170.3/3,5 1726 organ continuo tacet in mov. 3 (bassetto); 

ca. 1746 mov. 5 with flute 

3: Pt, 5: P 

not in Ot 

35/1,2,4,5,7 1726 T Pt+, no Ot 

47/2 1726 After 1735 with violin P, not in Ot 

169/1,3,5 1726 T Pt, no Ot 

49/1,2,6 1726 T Pt+, no Ot 

244.1,2/1 1727?/1737 Both in version 1 and 2 P, Ot 

188/1,4 1728? T Pt, Ot missing 

120.2/4 1729 T Pt, not in Ot 

63/3 1729? Re-performance in Leipzig Ot (insert) 

172/5 1731 Re-performance in Leipzig Ot (insert) 

29/1,7 1731 T Pt, also in Ot 

245.3/19 ca.1732 Re-performance; version 3 only Ot (insert) 

73/1 1732/35 Re-performance Ot (insert) 

80.3/1 ca.1735 Opening chorus in later version P (copy) 

Explanation of abbreviations: 

T = transcription (usually of a concerto movement) in the Sinfonia 

Ot = transposed organ part 

P = non-transposed organ solo in the score 

Pt = transposed organ solo in the score 

Pt+ = transposed organ part in the score in all movements 

 

                                                      
34 BWV 146, 35, 169 and 49. 
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On the basis of Table 4, an attempt can be made to answer three questions, namely: 1. Who 

played the organ solos? 2. How was the general bass realised in movements with organ so-

los? 3. How was the general bass realised in the other movements? 

 

1. The solo part in transcriptions of concert movements usually appears in transposed 

form only in the score; 35 only in the case of BWV 29 is the solo part also in the organ 

continuo part. An organ continuo part is usually absent. Although the aria "Wiejam-

mernmichdoch" BWV 170/3 is not a transcription of a concerto movement, it also be-

longs to this category. It is likely that Bach himself played these solo parts from his 

score; after all, it is logical that the score was used by the conductor. It is obvious to 

think that the situation was not different for BWV 146. Only later copies of this can-

tata have survived. In these the organ system is written in d minor (Kammerton); the 

most reliable source states: transpose to c minor. 36 This suggests that the original 

score did have an organ system transposed to c minor (Chorton). Another peculiarity 

in BWV 146 is that the organ part is scored an octave lower than in the harpsichord 

concerto BWV 1052, which contains the same music. Possibly it was Bach's intention 

that the organist should choose a 4' registration. Possibly the solo part was played 

from a separate organ part. 

If Bach himself played, it is understandable that written instructions are missing. 

It is also logical (and therefore likely) that in those cases where the organ solo was 

noted in the organ-continuo part, it was played by the regular organist. These solos 

are usually much simpler than those in the above-mentioned works. Three situations 

can be distinguished: 

a. In BWV 244.1,2 and 80.3 the solo part consists only of a chorale melody;  

b. When the organ replaced another instrument in a re-performance (BWV 194.4, 

63, 172.3, 245.3, 73), separate parts were made for this, usually as an insert to 

the organ continuo part;  

c. The organ solo parts in the scores of BWV 128, 170/5 and 47 (fig. 12a) have not 

been transposed. This means that these solos were probably not played from 

the score. But the surviving organ-continuo parts do not contain the solos ei-

ther (fig.12b). Perhaps there were inserts that were lost when the solos were 

assigned to other instruments later: BWV 128 to the oboe, BWV 170/5 to the 

flute and BWV 47/2 to an unspecified instrument. For the last-mentioned aria, 

an insert exists with the heading Aria solo, with a later pencil annotation Or-

gano (fig. 12c), but this part also has not been transposed. 

 

                                                      
35 BWV 35, 169, 49, 188, 120.2, 29. 
36 Copy by Johann Friedrich Agricola (after 1750); see Bach Compendium no. A70 and Bach Digital.de. 
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Fig. 12a. BWV 47/2, beginning, score. 

 

Fig. 12b. BWV 47/2, beginning, organ part (transposed). 

 

 
Fig. 12c. BWV 47/2, beginning, unspecified insert. 

The NBA assigns the aria to the violin, 37 probably because only the violin can 

play the chords from the middle movement, despite the fact that aria no. 4 is 

also (partly) played by the solo violin.  

 

2. In all these cases the general bass part was played by the harpsichordist, who could 

accompany the music from a non-figured continuo part (see § XIX.2). Incidentally, 

non-transposed figured continuo parts exist of BWV 169, 172.2 and 29. Transposed 

organ continuo parts also exist of BWV 47/2, 120.2/4 and 170/5. In BWV 47 and 170 

they may have been used only when other instruments played the solo part, but in 

BWV 120.2 it is almost inevitable that this continuo part was played simultaneously 

with the obligato organ part, probably on a positive. Apparently Bach did apply this 

possibility sometimes. Of course, this may have happened in other cases as well, 

when the organ parts have not survived. The left hand of the organ solo parts in BWV 

73 and 244.2 is figured (figs. 15-17). Apparently the organist here took care of the gen-

eral bass himself, probably with the bass line in the pedal (although if pedal couplers 

are missing, a suitable registration remains difficult).  

3. The general bass in the other parts was in any case played on the harpsichord, but in 

a number of works it was also played by the organist from the organ-continuo part. 38 

In two cantatas the general bass in the remaining parts was also played from the 

score (by Bach himself?), apparently on the large organ. 39 

                                                      
37 NBA I/23, p. 345; organ version from score p. 361. 
38 BWV 128, 194.4, 170, 47, 244.2, 120.2, 63, 172.3, 29, 245.3 and 73 (probably also in BWV 169; the or-

gan-continuo part is missing). 
39 BWV 35 and 49. 
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Registration of Bach's organ solos 
Bach was very sparing with his registration instructions. They can only be found in the Wei-

mar cantata Komm, du süße Todesstunde BWV 161/1 (Sesquialtera ad continuo), the Matthäus-

Passion 244/1 (Rückposit: Sesquialtera; fig. 15) and the elaborate accompaniment in movement 

19 of the Johannes-Passion BWV 245.3 (third version, 8 & 4 Fuß Gedackt). 40 In the first two 

cases it concerns chorale melodies, which apparently had to sound loud and clear. Many can-

tatas with organ solos were performed in the Nikolaikirche; 41 the second version of the Mat-

thäus-Passion is probably one of them. For the other organ solos, we have to fall back on Ad-

lung's instructions: U for the solo, usually a sharp sound was needed (with Quint, Tierce or 

Sesquialtera), but sometimes a Principal or some flute stops were sufficient. In the Nikolaikir-

che, the Rückpositiv was most suitable for solo parts. For the bass parts the Oberwerk was the 

most obvious manual (possibly enhanced by the pedal). When, moreover, an accompaniment 

had to be played, as in the opening chorus of the Matthäus-Passion, then this would probably 

have been done with the left hand on the Oberwerk or the Brustpositiv, which, however, only 

had a Quintadena 8' and which was probably not very suited to this. The bass part must then 

have been played on the pedal, possibly with the Octava 8' and the Untersatz 16'; in all proba-

bility a coupler was missing (fig. 15). 

 
Fig. 15. BWV 244.2/1, organ part 1e choir, insert chorale. 

The organ part for the second choir also has the chorale melody and simultaneously playing 

figured bass notes, but no registration instructions. (Fig. 16) 

 

 
Fig. 16. Idem second choir. 

 

As this part must have been played on the one-manual Nikolai-positiv, solo, accompaniment 

and bass parts may have been played together with both hands.  

A further indication for the use of the pedal can be found in Herr wie du willt BWV 

73/1: the forte sections of the solo were played on the Rückpositiv, the piano episodes (during 

the accompagnato-recitative movements) on the Brustpositiv. Bach indicated this precisely 

(fig. 17). Both manuals of the organ in the Nikolaikirche had a Sesquialtera. The bass part is fig-

ured, so also the accompaniment had to be played. This could only have been done on the 

Oberwerk, with the left hand (or the right hand?); on the Brustpositiv, accompaniment and 

                                                      
40 The instructions to BWV 80.3/1 (Orgelbaß Posaune 16 Fuß) are not autographic. 
41 Swanton 1985, p. 97. 
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solo part would get in each other's way. So here too, the bass line must have been played on 

the pedal. 42 The distribution over the manuals on the organ in the Thomaskirche is less cer-

tain. Here the accompaniment on the Rückpositiv was more logical, certainly in lightly filled 

sections. For solo parts both the Oberwerk and the Brustpositiv were suitable. 

 
Fig. 17. BWV 73, movement 1, insert for the organ part, from m. 14d. 

BP.=Brustpositiv, Rp.=Rückpositiv. 

 

In principle Bach let the church organist take care of the accompaniment. He 

gave no written instructions for the registration. The registration possibilities 

for the accompaniment seem to have been greater on the Thomaskirche organ 

than that in the Nikolaikirche. The organ was only rarely silent, and only in 

the case of very small ensembles, while the accompaniment was apparently 

only realised on the harpsichord. Only virtuoso organ solo parts were proba-

bly played by Bach himself from his score; other solo parts were realised by 

the organist from the organ part. Only three times did Bach give directions for 

the choice of manuals and/or stops. During organ solos, the accompaniment 

was played on the harpsichord, occasionally (also) on a positive, and some-

times - at the same time as the solo - on the large organ. In those cases, the or-

ganist must have played the bass line on the pedal, whereby the (presumed) 

lack of a coupler to the pedal on both organs must have been problematic. 
 

 

 

Rens Bijma, version 23-11-22 

With thanks to Albert Clement, Jos van Veldhoven, Leo van Doeselaar and Ton Koopman. 

 

                                                      
42 Bernd Heyder, "Bachs Instrumentarium", Das Bach-Handbuch 2, hrsg. v. Reimar Emans / Sven 

Hiemke, Laaber 2007, p. 137f. 
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AMartin Heinrich Fuhrmann, Musicalischer Trichter, Frankfurt an der Spree 1706, p. 88. 

I. InstrumentaOmnivoca, sind alle Fundament-Instrumenta, so ad esse Musicae gehören / und 

eine vollkommene Harmonie der Music in sich halten / […] als da ist: 

1. Organo eine Orgel mit Manual und Pedal, und aus vielen Registern bestehend / ist unter 

allen musicalischen Instrumenten das edelste und allerfürtrefflichste / weil man nicht nur mit 

Hand und Fuß viele; sondern auch vielerley Stimmen entweder auff einmal / oder nach einan-

der draufftractiren und variirenkan / daß man drüber erstaunen möchte. […] 

Johann Mattheson, Das Neu-Eröffnete Orchestre, Hamburg 1713, p. 256. 

§. 3. Das Vollenkommenste Instrument wird wol unstreitig die Orgel oder das Clavierseyn 

[…] 
B Daniel Gottlob Türk, Von den wichtigsten Pflichten eines Organisten, Halle 1787, p. 5.  

Einleitung. 

Bey der Frage: Was wird von einem guten Organisten gefordert? kommt es, dünkt mich, 

hauptsächlich auf die folgenden vier Punkte an: Er muß 

1) vorzüglich den Choral gut spielen, und folglich den Generalbaß gründlich verstehen; 

2) ein gutes zweckmäßiges Vorspiel machen; 

3) in der Begleitung einer Musik geübt seyn, und auch aus den ungewöhnlichsten Tönen spie-

len können; 

4) Kenntnisse vom Orgelbau haben, und sein Werk in gutem Stande zu erhalten suchen. 
C Friderich Erhard Niedt, Musicalische Handleitung, Anderer Theil, Hamburg 1706, edition Hamburg 

1721 (Johann Mattheson, editor; Niedt II), p. 102. 

§. 29. Praeludium, […]  

Musicalisch zu verstehen ist es ein Anfang, ehe ein recht-gesetztes musicalisches Stück ange-

fangen wird / (m) da der Organiste alleine spielet / damit die Sänger den Ton fassen / und die 

Instrumentisten rein stimmen mögen / ohne den Zuhörern dadurch einen Verdruß zu erwe-

cken. Solches Präludium kann ein Organiste so lange machen / als er will / (n) oder bis die In-

strumentisten rein gestimmet haben / und ihm ein Zeichen zum Auffhalten gegeben wird. Es 

geschiehet aber dieses Praeludiren mit dem vollem Wercke / oder sonst starcken Registern. Da 

hergegen zum General-Baß / oder zur Music mehr nicht / als ein achtfüßiges Gedact; oder 

wenn ein Chor von vielen Sängern und Instrumentisten zugegen / ein achtfüßiges Principal, 

im Pedal aber ein Unter-Satz, oder Sub-Baß von 16 Fuß genommen wird […]  

[Comment Mattheson:] 

(n) Ich hätte es lieber zo kurz / als immer möglich; insonderheit / wenn der Meister nicht zu 

Hause ist. 
D Friderich Erhard Niedt, Musicalische Handleitung, Erster Theil, Hamburg 1700, editionHamburg 1710 

(Niedt I), Cap. II.  

[…] Ich nenne in dieser Beschreibung den General-Bass das vollkommenste Fundament / zum 

Unterscheid der andern Bässe, die auf einer Violon, Fagot, und dergleichen Instrumenten mehr 

gespielet werden / […] weil sie nur einen eintzigen Thon auf einmal von sich geben. 
E Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, ZweyterTheil, Berlin 

1762, p. 1. 

§. 3. Die Orgel ist bey Kirchensachen, wegen der Fugen, starken Chöre, und überhaupt der 

Bindung wegen unentbehrlich. Sie befördert die Pracht und erhält die Ordnung. 
F Matthäus Hertel, Orgel Schlüssel, Berlin 1666; manuscript, quotedfromSwanton 1985. 

Bey den Concerten aber ist dieses zu observiren, das man allezeit, es sey ein Concert von 1, 2, 

3, 4 oder mehr stimmen, das eine Claviergantz linde, und mehr nicht als etwa Gedackt 8 f., das 

andere Clavier aber, wann in der Concert Capellen, Rittorn: Ripieno, Tutti oder Omn: vorhan-

den, welches gemeiniglich in den Gen. Bäßen mit dabey gesetzt wirdt, stärcker, und etwa 2 

oder 3 stimmwercke als Principal 8 f., Quintadehn 8 f., Kleingedackt 4 f. ziehe, so kan man 

also bald von einem Clavier aufs ander fallen, welches sonsten in mangelungzweyerClavieren 
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sehr beschwerlich fället, wann man die Register aus und einziehen und stecken mus, man 

auch gar leichtlich einen fehler begehen kan, wan die gedanken und augen bei den Regiestern 

sein sollen, es sind sonderlich 2 Clavier auch sehr bequem, wan Forte und Pian in einem stü-

cke vorhanden, und man ein Echo machen sol. 
G Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger kurz- leicht- und Nöthiger Unterricht der musicalischen Kunst, Ulm11687, 

and21697.  

Fromedition 1687: p. 54. 

8. Es sollen zum General-Bass zu tractiren in ein oder wenig Stimmen oder ludirenden Instru-

menten / nicht mehr als ein Register / nahmlich eine Copel gebraucht werden / damit die Stim-

men und Instrumenta, an welchen das meiste zu hören / gelegen / durch solch unnöthige Viel-

heit der mehren und starcken Register nicht übertäubet werden/ und auf daß nicht odios viel 

Quinten und Octaven nacheinander gehöret werden / soll man mit beeden Händen sich einer 

Abwechslung in Quinten und Octavenbefleissigen / und bald eine Octav und bald eine Quint 

gebrauchen / worzu die Terz überall klinget / […] 

From the 1697 edition: p. 183. 

XVII. Es soll zur wenigen Vocal- oder Instrumental-Music nur ein Register/ nehmlich die Copel 

gezogen werden; wo es aber völlig zusammen gehet/ kan man das Principal- und Mixtur-Re-

gister darzu nehmen; im Praeludirenvarirt man mit dem Register ziehen. 
H Johann Sebastian Bach, Disposition für den Umbau der Orgel der Blasiuskirche, Mühlhausen 1708, 

BD I, Nr. 83, p. 152f. 

Was anlanget das Obermanual, so wird in selbiges anstatt der Trompette (so da heraus genom-

men wirdt) ein 

7. Fagotto 16 Fußthon eingebracht, welcher zu allerhandtneüeninventionibus dienlich, und in 

die Music sehr delicat klinget. […]  

10. Was denn hauptsächlich anlanget das neüe Brust positivgen, so könten in selbiges folgende 

Stimmen kommen - als: [….] 

7. Stilgedackt 8 Fuß, so da vollkommen zur Musicaccordieret, und so es von guthem Holze ge-

macht wird, viel besser als ein Metallines Gedackt klingen muß. 

11. Zwischen dieses Brustpositives und OberWerckesmanualenmuß eine Copulaseyn. 
INiedt I 1700 / 1710, Cap. II. 

[…] wann […] eine starcke Music von 10 / 20. biß 30. oder mehr Stimmen gemachet wird / so 

kann Er [= an Organist] die Fundamental-Noten auch mit den Füssen auff dem Pedal spielen 

[…]. 
J Ibid. II 1706 / 1721. 

p. 111. Gedact […] ist ein Werck in Orgeln / von 16 / 8 und 4. Fuß / davon das achtfüßige am 

bequemsten zum General-Baßbey der Music ist. […] Etliches dieser Art wird Grob- und Still-

Gedactgenennet / weil es stiller und gröber lautet / als das andere. 

p. 121f. §. 12. Hier muß ich doch auch etwas vom Pedal-Tractirengedencken […] Es ist aber bey 

etlichen Organisten solche übele Gewohnheit eingerissen / daß sie / so zu reden / nicht leben 

noch spielen können / wenn nicht immer im Pedal sechszehen-füßige Stimmen mitbrummen; 

und wäre auch der Baß in der zwey-füssigenOctava, oder dem c1hinauffgesetzet / so wird 

doch das arme Pedal mit dazu gemartert / und unaufhörlich getreten / daß es ja starck genug 

summen und brummen möge. 

§. 13. Weil denn diese übele Gewohnheit auch so gar bey dem Musiciren und General-Baß-

sSpielen eingerissen ist / daß ein zierlich-gesetztes Stück dadurch recht abgeschmackt und vi-

tieux, einfolglich den Zuhörern damit mehr Verdruß als Anmuth erwecket wird; so hat ein 

wohlbekandterCapellmeister einem solchen Pedal-Quähler diesen Fehler gar artig abgewöh-

net / indem er allezeit über die Stimme oder Charteque, daraus jener den General-Baß spielen 

muste / diese Worte schreiben ließ: Hans blaas den Sack an; laß ihn immer brummen. Wo-

rüber der Organiste endlich die Meynung verstanden / und sich geändert hat. 
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§. 14. […] Ist derowegen das allerbeste / daß ein Organiste / im General-Baß-sSpielen dieses in 

Acht nehme: Wwenn nur eine oder zwo Stimmen singen oder spielen / so brauche er im Ma-

nual bloß das Gedact 8 Fuß / und kein Pedal überall nicht; sind mehr Stimmen zu accompag-

niren / so kan er im Pedal Untersatz / oder Sub-Baß 16 Fuß / mit dazu anziehen; wo aber ein 

Tenor, Alt, oder Discant-Zeichen stehet, welches man sonst ein Bassetgen nennet / so muß er 

das Pedal weglassen / und die Noten eben in der Octava spielen, wo sie geschrieben stehen; 

hergegen / fällt ein gantzer Chor von 8 / 12 oder mehr Stimmen ein / (wie dann in solchem Fall 

der Ort meistentheils mit den Wörtern Chor, tutti, ripieno, &c. bezeichnet stehet) alsdann kann 

im Manual das achtfüßige Principal, und im Pedal / zum Sub-Baß, noch eine Octava von 8 Fuß 

gezogen werden. Ist ein Stück mit Trompeten und Pauckengesetzet / so wird im Pedal / zur 

achtfüßigen Octava, ein Posaunen-Baß von 16. Fuß gezogen; die Tone müssen aber nicht 

beygantzen oder halben Täcten ausgehalten werden / sondern man darff sie nur ansprechen 

lassen. 

p. 116. 

§. 41 […] daß in den Orgel-Wercken keine aequal Stimmen / die von gleicher Gröbe sind / und 

deren die eine ein Schnarr-Werck / die andere aber ein Pfeiffen-Werck ist / zusammen angezo-

gen werden müssen: denn sie können nimmer rein klingen / sondern werden allezeit falsch 

seyn und starck schweben. (m) In Stimmung der Schnarr-Werckermuß zu einem 16 füßigen 

Register ein offenes 8 füßiges Pfeiff-Werck / und zum 8 füßigen Schnarr-Werck ein 4 füßiges 

Pfeiff-Werck gezogen werden / nach welchem jenes zu stimmen ist. 
KIbid, Musicalische Handleitung, Dritter Theil, Hamburg 1717 (Niedt III), p. 43 

Und endlich bitte noch / bey den zweygeschwäntzten Noten das arme Pedal zu verschonen / 

weil sonsten nichts anders / als ein verdrießliches Geklapper zu hören / und die sechzehnfü-

ßige Stimmen nicht so deutlich ihren Thon von sich geben können […] 
L Jacob Adlung, MusicaMechanicaOrganoedi[1726], published Berlin 1768, p. 171f. 

§. 235. […] so muß im Generalbasse ein Unterschied gemacht werden, nachdem entweder der 

volle Chor, oder doch viel Stimmen sich hören lassen, oder wenige. Bey einzelnen oder wenig 

Stimmen kann das Gedackt 8‘ oder Quintatön 8‘ genug seyn. Wo zweyerleyGedackte sind, 

als z. Ex. Grobgedackt, und Still- oder Musicirgedackt; so nimmet man das Stillgedackt. Wer 

aber nur ein Clavier hat, der muß den Subbaß im Pedale mit dazu nehmen, welcher auch den 

Violon, oder die Octave 8‘bey sich haben kann, oder wenigstens noch ein Gedackt […] Wenn 

aber mehr Stimmen oder gar der ganze Chor musiciren, so kann man das Principal dazu zie-

hen[.] Werden Choralverse gesungen; so kann man das Principal behalten, auch wol eine 

Quinte oder Octave dazu nehmen, weil die Gemeinde oft mitsinget. Wo ein Clavier ist, da 

muß der Organist die Register gar oft im Ziehen verändern. Wo aber zweyClaviere vorhan-

den, da kann man in dem einen das Gedackt haben, in dem andern aber das Principal 8‘ oder 

16‘ und noch (wenn man will) den Bordun, oder Quintatön, oder dergleichen dabey, damit 

man gleich hinauf fahren und stärker spielen könne, wenn es nöthig ist, ohne vieles Ziehen. Er 

kann aber auch die linke Hand auf solchem Claviere mit den großen Registern die Baßnoten 

spielen, anstatt des Pedals, und in laufenden Bässen kann zuweilen die Violdigamba 8‘dabey 

gebraucht werden, mit oder ohne Principal: denn laufenden Noten können im Pedale nicht so 

bequem herausgebracht werden als im Manuale. Kommen langsame Noten; so kann das Pe-

dal wieder genommen, das Manual aber verlassen werden. Z. Ex. in Recitativen. Oder man 

nimmt beydeClaviere, und das Pedal auch dabey. In schweren Recitativen, wenn die Sänger 

für sich nicht just sind, und das Gedackt von ihnen nicht gehört wird, kann man das Principal 

oder Gemshorn brauchen, mit oder anstatt des Gedackts; das hören die Sänger besser, und 

lassen sich dadurch wieder in den rechten Weg leiten. Zum Beschluß des Stückes geht es am 

vollstimmigsten; also spielt man auch am schärfsten, auch wol mit vollem Werke, sonderlich 

auf unsern Dorfkirmsen. Aber oft wird alle Harmonie dadurch bedeckt, oder ich will sagen, 
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man hört gar keinen Sänger oder Instrumentisten, welche zusammen doch die Musik ausma-

chen. Man braucht ordentlich das Gedackt; im geringernClaviere, damit die großen Register 

im Hauptwerke den Baß mit hören lassen können. 
M Johann Friedrich Walther, Die in der Garnisonskirche zu Berlin befindliche Orgel, Berlin 1726. 

p. 17. Anlangend demnach, das Manual- oder Mittel-Clavier; so sind darauf folgende Stim-

men:  

p. 20. 13. Fagott 16. Fuß. Diese Stimme ist ein Rohrwerck, und hat durchgehends enge und 

von unten biß oben, gleich weite corpora. Die grössestePfeiffe hat ohngefehr 8. Fuß an der 

Länge, und ist in der Music zu lauffenden Bässen nebst Zuziehung einer andern Stimme, 

schön zu gebrauchen, lässet sich auch wegen der Tieffe, trefflich hören. 
N Johann Mattheson, Der Vollkommene Capellmeister, Hamburg 1739. 

p. 467.  

§. 74. Uiberhaupttheilen sich die Orgel-Züge in zwo Gattungen. Zur ersten gehört das volle 

Werck; zur andern zehlet man alle übrige vielfältige Veränderungen, die sich mit verschiede-

nen Clavieren besonders, und mit schwächern, iedoch ausgesuchten Stimmen machen lassen. 

§. 75. Wenn nun die Orgel zur Einstimmung mit der Musik gebraucht werden soll, braucht 

man beide Gattungen der Züge, nachdem der Chor starck oder mittelmäßig ist. Ist er gar 

starck besetzt, so muß das volle Wercke herhalten, und ferner nach Maaßgebung, bis auf eine 

Solo, das entweder gesungen oder auf einem Instrument, z.E. auf der Geige, Oboe etc. gespie-

let wird, wobey es die Orgel mit dem eintzigen, achtfüßigen Gedact bestellen kan. 

§. 76. Es gehören zum vollen Werck die Principale, die Sordunen, die Salcionaleoder Salicete 

(Weiden-Pfeiffen), die Rausch-Pfeiffen, die Octaven, die Qvinten, Mixturen, Scharffen 

(kleine Mixturen von dreyPfeiffen) Qvintadeen, Zimbeln, Nasat, die Terzien, Sesqvialtern, 

Super-Octaven, Posaunen im Pedal, nicht im Manual: denn die Posaunen sind ein Rohr-

Werck, welches aus dem Manual, bey voller Orgel, ausgeschlossen bleibet; indem es daselbst, 

wegen der Höhe, zu sehr schnarren würde; da es hergegen, wegen der Tiefe des Klanges, im 

Pedal prächtig lautet, wenn die Mundstücke, wie billig, gefüttert sind. 

p. 471. §. 10. Ein Organist […] wird demnach dahin sehen, daß er, bey Aufführung der Musi-

ken, sich nach der Anzahl der Singestimmen und ihrer Begleitung so richte, damit sein Spielen 

keines Weges über jene hervorrage, sondern vornehmlich die Sänger iederzeit die Oberhand 

behalten. […] 

§. 14. […] bey einer förmlichen Musik […] ist die Orgel dem musikalischen Chor unterworffen 

[…]. 
O C.P.E. Bach 1762, p. 245. 

§. 6. […] Das Pedal bey den [Orgeln] thut seine guten Dienste, wenn die Noten in der Grund-

stimme nicht zu geschwinde sind, und der Baß durch ein sechzehnfüssiges Register durch-

dringender gemacht werden kann. Ehe man aber den Gesang der Grundstimme verstümmelt, 

weil die Noten nicht alle mit den Füssen heraus gebracht werden können: so thut man besser, 

wenn man das Pedal weglässet, und die Grundnoten blos mit der linken Hand spielet. 

§. 7. […] Das Fortißimo und das Forte wird auf dem stärkern Manuale genommen. […] 
PJohann Andreas Silbermann, Anmerkungen einiger außer dem Elsaß stehenden Orgeln,1741, p. 83ff, in 

Marc Schaefer, Das Silbermann-Archiv, Winterthur 1994, p. 171f. 

[Na het vermelden van de dispositie van het orgel in de “St. Niclaus” noteert Silbermann:] 

Ist nichts angehenckt. 4 Bälge, werden getretten, mit vielen Falten. Cornetthon, wie Erfurt. […] 

3 völlige Clavire von C E et c3. Pedal C D. biß d1. 

Die Fronte ist alt, hat Thieren, schwartz und vergoldet, mir graden und spitzen Thürn, viel 

Zierathen nach der alten Welck. Ich sahe es inwendig nicht. 

Im Manual. 

Quintathon 16 that 1 guten Effect. 

Gemshorn klingt so zwischen Bourdon et Principal. 

Waldflöte gieng gar föllig, that ein guten Effet und recht schön. 
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Fagot. 16. klungeals wan unsere Trompetten noch nicht genug abgeschnitten waren, hohl her-

aus. Im Discant kams zimlichVoxhum:-mäßig heraus. 

Die unterste Octave gieng nicht. H(err) Organist sagte, daß man es verstopfft, weilen es sich 

alzeitverstimbte […] 

Rückw(erck). 

Zohen sich die Register auf die alte Art überzwerg [=quer] mit Eißen welche schregs hinein 

giengen. 

Bomp(arte) 8 Fuß klung im Discant wie Cromhorn, eben nicht so Nasard-mäßig. 

Im Bass zwischen Crumh(orn) et Tromp(ette). 

Pedal. 

Stehet lincker Hand auf dem Boden, sehr versterckt. 

Gieng gar starck. 

Die Rohrwerck-Corpora waren von Blech. Cornet gar eng, viel enger weder [= als] unser engs-

tes Clairon, im Discant insonderheit gar eng, that aber einen ungemeinen Effect. [N.B. gehet 

sehr scharff] Hölzern Stieffel und Knöpff.  

Octav: bass. stunde vor dem Cornet, 2 Schu über der Windlade, und waren viereckigte Rohre 

herauf geführt und zwischen dem Rohrwerk hervor gekröpfft. 

Brust 

Schalmey auch Blech gar enger Mensur wie Cornet Pedal. 

Eißene Züge mit Rincken, eines gieng weit heraus, das andere wenig. Brust war über dem Or-

ganisten. Schalmeystund zu forderst. 

Weilen man keine Register mehr davon hinein schieben konnte, so blieb es alles haußen. 

Sonsten gehet vor eine alte Orgel das Werck recht gut. 
QInventorylistThomasschule (Rechnung der Schulen zu St.Thomaein Leipzig. Von LichtmeßeAnno 1723 

bis LichtmeßeAnno 1724, p. 60), Dokumente GLT VIII/C 9; Spitta II, p. 774. ZieookDokumente GLT IX/C 

2, p. 237f. 

An MusicalischenInstrumenten 

[Stück] 

1. Regal, so alt und gantz eingegangen. 

1. dito ao 1696. angeschafft. […] 

1. Positiv in die Höhe stehend von 4. Registern und Tremulanten, gelb mit Golde angestrichenao 

1685. angeschaffet. 

1. Positiv in Form eines Tresures mit 4. Handhaben, welches  

Ein gedacktes von 8. Fuß Thon. 

Ein dergleichen von 4. Fuß 

Ein Principal 2. Fuß hat, ist ao 1720 angeschafft worden, um beÿ denen Haustrauungen zu ge-

brauchen. 
RMattheson 1713, p. 263.  

Das Clavicimbel mit seiner Université gibt ein accompagnirendes / fast unentbehrliches Funda-

ment zu Kirchen- Theatral- und Cammer-Music ab / und ist recht Wunder / daß man hiesiges 

Ortes die schnarrenden höchst eckelhaftenRegalen in den Kirchen noch beybehält / da doch 

die säuselnde und lispelnde Harmonie des Clavicymbels, wo man deren sonderlich 2. haben 

kan / eine weit schönere Würckungauff dem Chor hat. 

Mattheson 1739, p. 484. 

§. 29. Die Regale sind hiebey nichts nutz, und wundert mich, daß man noch hie und da diese 

schnarrende, verdrießliche Werckzeuge braucht. Die Clavicimbel, Steertstücke oder Flügel 

thun an allen Orten gute, und weit angenehmere Dienste, als jene: Wiewol es aus verschiede-

nen Ursachen nicht schlimm seyn würde, wenn in den Kirchen saubere und hurtig-anspre-

chende kleine Positiven, ohne Schnarrwerck, mit den Clavicimbeln vereinigt werden könten, 

oder doch von den letztgenannten, beystarcken Chören, ein Paar vorhanden wären. 
S Application for the purchase of an organ positive for theThomaskirche, 1739, BD II, no. 445, p. 364. 
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Der Herr Vorsteher der Kirchen zu S.Thomas habe 3 Anfragen gethan, […] 

b. Ob nicht ein Positiv, welches der Cantor verlange, anzuschaffen, es kostete aufs höchste 100 

rthl. 

Concl: Differatur 
T Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Birnstiel-Ausgabe ofBach's Chorales, Vorrede, Hamburg 1765, BD III, no. 

723, p. 180. 

Bey den Stellen, wo der Baß so tief gegen die übrigen Stimmen einhergehet, daß man ihn ohne 

Pedal nicht spielen kann, nimmt man die höhere Octav, und dieses tiefere Intervall nimmt 

man alsdenn, wenn der Baß den Tenor überschreitet. Der seeligeVerfaßer hat wegen des letz-

teren Umstandes auf ein sechzehnfüßiges baßirendes Instrument, welches diese Lieder allezeit 

mitgespielt hat, gesehen. 
UAdlung 1758, p. 489f.  

[…] Noch öfterer hat die rechte Hand eine obligate Stimme mit zu spielen, und man muß aus 

den Umständen urtheilen, was sich darzu schickt. Mehrentheils ist eine scharfe Stimme 

nöthig; aber wenn die Noten weit unter das c eingestrichen steigen, lasse man die Quinten 

und Tertien, folglich auch die Sesquialter und dergleichen weg. Bisweilen schickt sich ein 

Principal, oder einige Flöten; wobey man auch das Abwechseln nicht zu vergessen hat, zumal, 

wenn mehr Arien mit dem obligaten Clavier zu spielen sind. […] 


